Isolated Dislocation of the Tarsal Navicular without Fracture: Case Report
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Abstract

Isolated dislocation of the tarsal navicular bone is a rare lesion. The mechanism of this specific trauma is still not well understood, due to the strength needed in different ways and directions for its occurrence, in a complex way. Few cases of an isolated dislocation of the navicular reported in medical literature, and there is little information about complications how the patients evolve after years of postoperative. The authors present a case of a woman, 39-years-old, who suffered a complete dislocation of the talus-navicular of her left foot, due to a fall. After initial k-wire fixation, the patient presented herself 6 weeks later with chondrolysis of the tarsus articulations and submitted to selective arthrodesis of talus navicular and cuneiform medial-talus-navicular (TN + CTN).

Having passed 13 years of post-surgery, the patient presents a good clinical evolution and articulation functionality. It concluded that the isolated navicular dislocation, even though promptly and adequately reduced and stabilized, may develop complications, such as chondrolysis, and the correct handling by selective arthrodesis enables a satisfactory functional and clinical outcome.
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Introduction

The navicular is a flat bone, concave, ship-shaped localized between the head of the talus and the three cuneiform, and is rigidly stabilized by a large network of planter and dorsal ligaments [1,2]. The strategic location of the bone in the upper portion of the mid tarsal inhibs great importance in controlling body weight during ambulation [3]. Due to the large portion of ligaments and their anatomical structure, isolated dislocation of the tarsal navicular is a lesion with very low incidence, associated with navicular or other mid tarsal fractures [2-4]. Because of the rarity of presentations, there is low knowledge about the mechanism of the injury. It was related the necessity of forces in different directions, reflecting a complex mechanism and a complicated way to decide the correct diagnosis and treatment process [3-6].

This study aims to report a case of long clinical follow-up of an isolated tarsal navicular dislocation without fracture, including diagnosis, treatment and complications.

Case Report

Patient of 39-years-old, female, business woman of the transport branch, was admitted to the emergency room, after suffering a truck fall, reporting that she was wearing high heels at the time of the fall. She presented a sprain in her left foot with severe edema. Normal neurovascular physical examination. An X-ray performed, which showed isolated dislocation of the navicular and rupture of the dorsal talonavicular, calcaneonavicular and cuneonavicular ligaments (Figure 1). No lesion on the posterior tibial tendon reported. According to the AO and Tscherne classification of closed fractures, it was a closed fracture grade 0 (Fr. C 0) [7].

The patient underwent surgery on the same day, with open reduction and fixation with two Kirchner wires. The first one, crossed between the medial cuneiform, navicular and talus, and the other fixed between the navicular and cuboid (Figure 2).

The K-wires maintained for 7 weeks after the first surgery, together with the use of a plaster boot. Patient, then, had the wires removed (Figure 3), referred to physiotherapy and had total load liberated 7 weeks after the wire removal. Patient developed a complete recovery from foot range of motion and discharged asymptotically.

About five months after the initial injury, the patient had a medical appointment again, due to pain and edema in the left tarsus, especially in the late afternoon, after normal work routine that involved intense walks in high heels. Radiography performed, it showed signs of chondrolysis (Figure 4)-a complication also described.
and walk normally. Radiography and ultrasonography performed on both feet, and they demonstrated that arthrodesis consolidated on the left foot (Figure 6). The consolidation is as expected and it does not cause major movement limitation to the patient.

Summary and Conclusion

Isolated dislocation of the tarsal navicular is an unusual event [2]. Usually, fractures or other damage were associated with it, as fracture-dislocations of the navicular or associated with fractures, subluxation or dislocation of talus, cuneiform, cuboid and other tarsal

in the literature, which is cartilage degeneration with reduced blood supply, causing avascular necrosis of this structure and subluxation of the navicular [2]. CT scan performed, which confirmed the chondrolysis with degenerative changes in the talus-navicular and cuneiform joints. Because of this injury, the patient was submitted to selective arthrodesis with in situ fusion of the left tarsus [8] (Figure 9) - procedure performed to cause bone fusion in a joint, thereby causing immobility-with three cannulated cancellous screws of 4.5 mm, with very satisfactory final result. The open reduction internal fixation done through dorsomedial surgical access over the navicular with arthrodesis of talus navicular and cuneiform medial-talus-navicular (TN+CTN). Postoperatively the plaster boot used for 9 weeks. Subsequently, the X-ray showed consolidated arthrodesis, and the patient liberated to ambulation with hard shoes for another 60 days. About a year later, the removal of the screws done.}

Thirteen years after the initial injury, the patient consulted again with no complaint in operated tarsus, reporting being able to dance
and it is evidenced that the tarsus selective arthrodesis through be different.

The objective of tarsus lesions treatments is the functional structure maintenance. Therefore, the structure stability and the normal relation of load support surfaces of the hindfoot to the forefoot maintenance is of great importance. There are other publications of similar cases successfully treated by open reduction and arthrodesis of the naviculocuneiform and calcaneocuboid joints [13]. There are also different methods of existent treatments, mainly when navicular tarsal fracture exists. One could mention closed reduction, opened reduction and external fixation, merger process, triple arthrodesis and partial or total excision [14]. Management includes accurate reduction and fixation along with regular physiotherapy. They are at increased risk of specific set of complication, like osteonecrosis and chondrolysis [4-6,8-15,16]. Avascular necrosis of the navicular bone is the most described complication, it is estimated at nearly (25%) from all reported cases [17].

Open reduction and fixation with K-wire followed by physical therapy is the best treatment for navicular dislocation, providing good functional evolution of the foot. However, chondrolysis of the joints is a complication of this type of injury [2]. In our report, was evidenced chondrolysis of the talusnavicular and naviculocuneiform joints, 5 months after K-wire reduction.

The recognition of the navicular injuries vary since clear deformities to loss of function and chronic pain [16]. The CT is essential on the diagnoses and on the classification of the injuries in a complex foot trauma. In our case, the CT performed 5 months after the acute trauma, given the patient complaint and the chondrolysis signs on the X-ray. Due to the time that the lesion and the service occurred (2003), there is no saved data about the CT. However, it is good to highlight that the initial practice (K-wire reduction) and the arthrodesis performed after the chondrolysis evicement would not be different.

In our case, we can evaluate the patient 13 years post-surgery and it is evidenced that the tarsus selective arthrodesis through the cannulated screws makes a satisfactory final result possible, determining an arthrodesed functional foot and with great clinical result [16].
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